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Flexibility can bring a new dimension to state-of-the-art electronics, such as rollable displays and
integrated circuit systems being transformed into more powerful resources. Flexible electronics are
typically hosted on polymeric substrates. Such substrates can be bent and rolled up, but cannot be
independently fixed at the rigid perpendicular position necessary to realize rollable display-integrated
gadgets and electronics. A reversibly bistable material can assume two stable states in a reversible
way: flexibly rolled state and independently unbent state. Such materials are used in cycling and biking
safety wristbands and a variety of ankle bracelets for orthopedic healthcare. They are often wrapped
around an object with high impulsive force loading. Here, we study the effects of cumulative impulsive force loading on thinned (25 lm) flexible silicon-based n-channel metal–oxide–semiconductor
field-effect transistor devices housed on a reversibly bistable flexible platform. We found that the transistors have maintained their high performance level up to an accumulated 180 kN of impact force
loading. The gate dielectric layers have maintained their reliability, which is evidenced by the
low leakage current densities. Also, we observed low variation in the effective electron mobility values, which manifests that the device channels have maintained their carrier transport properties.
C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4934355]
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Introducing the notion of transformational silicon electronics1 has paved the way for integrating silicon-based,
modern, high-performance electronic circuits that are mechanically flexible and optically semitransparent into various
applications. While maintaining large-scale production and
prototyping rapidity, this flexible and translucent scheme
demonstrates the potential to transform conventionally stiff
electronic devices into thin, foldable ones without compromising long-term performance and reliability.2–5 Recent research
in flexible6–17 and stretchable18–29 electronics shows that flexibility has emerged as a central feature and game-changer,
allowing not only for large-scale deployment of such devices
in what is currently referred to as macroelectronics,30 but also
opening the possibility of integration of flexible electronics on
mechanically flexible and reversibly bistable platforms.31
Flexible display devices are arguably one of the most
researched topics32–35 in the scholarly world, and most products on the market are based on organic light-emitting diode
(OLED) technology and active thin-film organic devices.36–39
In recent years, it has become clear that the integration of
flexible silicon- and inorganic materials-based devices into
one electronic system shows promise to reshape the future of
the electronics industry.40,41 Furthermore, Apple, Inc., has
successfully filed a patent on “flexible electronic devices”42
that presents a flexible and foldable smartphone design,
including a variety of flexible components such as a display
and a housing made from a deformable material. Samsung
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Electronics Co., Ltd., has also filed a patent application for a
similar technology, a flexible frame that can act as a clothing
clip, armband, and shoulder strap.43
In this study, we investigate the mechanical stability of
flexible silicon-based metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect
transistors (MOSFETs) on a mechanically flexible and optically semitransparent porous silicon using a mechanically reversible bistable platform—a metallic bracelet (used in the
fabrication of commercially available safety wristbands) that
has two stable mechanical states: stretched and rolled. To
study this bistable platform and understand how it achieves
flexibility and bistability, we performed X-ray microanalysis
and elemental mapping using an energy-dispersive X-ray
(EDX) spectroscope equipped with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Fig. 1(a) presents the EDX emission spectrum
of a sample from the bistable structure, showing the set of
peaks caused by stimulating the emission of characteristic
X-rays. Fig. 1(b) shows the elemental composition of the specimen in terms of weight and atomic percentages. We observe
that iron (Fe) and carbon (C) constitute the majority of the
bistable structure, with approximately 86% and 5.5% weight
percentages, respectively. We attribute the presence of oxygen
(O) to the oxidation of the Fe–C alloy during high-temperature
processing. In addition, surface SEM images (inset in the
upper right corner of Fig. 2(c)) verify the presence of nanopores distributed throughout the structure, allowing the
150 lm-thick metal alloy to internally absorb strain energy and
thus achieve flexibility. The transistor gate stacks consist of
200-nm-thick layers of lightly doped (phosphorus (P), dopant
carrier concentration (Na)  1018 cm3) polycrystalline silicon
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FIG. 1. (a) Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrum of the bistable structure material and (b) a histogram demonstration of the chemical composition
of the mechanically flexible and bistable material in terms of element weight
and atomic percentages.

(poly-Si) acting as a gate electrode material and 20-nm-thick
layers of SiO2 acting as gate dielectric layers, with measured
relative permittivity of around 3.9. The detailed MOSFET fabrication and thinning processes can be found in our previous
publications.4,5
To effectively conform to a reversibly bistable host material, a MOSFET device gate dielectric layer must stay
intact with minimal gate-current leakage densities, and its
channel must preserve its conductive properties for a given
cumulative impact budget (CIB), which we define as the cumulative effect of impulsive forces up to a predefined number of impact cycles. The impulse of the net force (J) acting
on a particle quantifies the effect of the net force (RF) over
the period of time it acts on an object. When the net force is
expressed as a function of time, the impulse is defined as
ð t2
J¼
RFðtÞdt ¼ mðv2  v1 Þ;
(1)
t1

where RF(t) is the time-variable net force, m is the combined
mass of the bistable platform and the transferred silicon fabric with MOSFET devices, t1 and t2 are times when the
impulse starts and terminates, respectively, v1 is the speed of
the object at t1, and v2 is the speed of the object at t2. Since
the net force imparting an impulse to the silicon fabric varies
in time, we define a time-averaged net force ((RF)avg), which
is a constant force that would impart an impulse to the silicon fabric during the same time interval that RF(t) acts on
the fabric. By assuming the net force exerted in a given
direction on the bistable platform by the hand is large

FIG. 2. (a) Digital photograph of transferred MOSFET silicon die onto metallic bistable structure. (b) Digital photographs of the metallic bistable
structure. (c) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) cross-sectional and surface images of the bistable structure.

compared to air resistance, three force components contribute to (RF)avg: (i) the gravitational force (Fg), (ii) the normal
force exerted on the bistable platform by the steady hand
(Fnorm), and (iii) the force exerted by the moving hand on the
bistable platform (Fmov). (RF)avg is estimated as
ð
mðv2  v1 Þ
1 t2
J
ðRFÞavg 
;
(2)
¼
RFðtÞdt ¼
Dt
Dt t1
Dt
Dt 

Dy
2Dy
¼
;
vavg v2  v1

(3)

where vavg is the average speed of the bistable platform during the impact, Dt is the impact time, and Dy is the impact
distance. Fig. 3 demonstrates the variation in impulsive
force magnitude and kinetic energy loss with impact speed
(namely, v1).
We attached our silicon fabric to the bistable platform
using an acrylic-coated double-sided tape with a total thickness of 210 lm. The tape polyester carrier is about 12-lmthick. Considering the concept of mechanical neutral surfaces for materials with considerable differences in the elastic
moduli, the neutral surface between a silicon sheet and a
mechanically compliant material shifts toward the latter.44
Compared to the large elastic modulus for silicon, acrylic
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channel charge profile is, to a greater extent, uniform, resulting in dQ/dx ¼ 0, where Q is the channel charge density
(often expressed in C/cm2) and is approximately equal to
COX(VGS  VTH), COX is the gate dielectric oxide capacitance per unit area, and x is a parameter that specifies the distance into the channel. Therefore, we estimated leff values
using the equation46
lef f ¼

gd L
:
WCOX ðVGS  VTH Þ

(7)

The reversibly bistable platform (m ¼ 20 g; metal density (q) ¼ 10.09 g/cm3; ultimate tensile strength (rts) in the
FIG. 3. Variation of impulsive force and loss in kinetic energy with impact
speed.

and polyester have low elastic moduli of Yacrylic ¼ 3.2 GPa
and Ypolyester ¼ 3.5 GPa. Hence, the neutral surface between
the silicon fabric and the tape will shift accordingly, and the
role of the double-sided tape extends beyond adhesion promotion as the low moduli acrylic and polyester layers
reduced the total applied strain on the silicon fabric, , which
we can determine as
¼

vg2 þ 2g þ 1 tSi þ ttape
;
ð1 þ vgÞð1 þ gÞ |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ2R
{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
/

(4)

max

where tSi and ttape are the silicon fabric and tape thicknesses,
respectively, R is the curvature radius, g ¼ tSi/ttape, and
v ¼ YSi/Ytape. If we take Ytape ¼ Ypolyester, we can safely obtain
a stress reduction factor (1=/) of about 4.05.
We used the linear extrapolation method45 to extract the
threshold voltage (VTH) values for our devices. The transconductance (gm) of a transistor is defined as a measure of
the variation in the drain-to-source current (IDS) with respect
to VGS at a constant drain-to-source voltage (VDS)

@IDS 
:
(5)
gm ¼
@VGS VDS ¼const:
The transresistance (gd) of a transistor is defined as a measure of the variation in IDS with respect to VDS at a constant
VGS

@IDS 
gd ¼
:
(6)
@VDS VGS ¼const:
The effective channel mobility (leff) refers to the spatial
average of the mobility profile in the inversion layer of a
MOSFET channel. Frequency and time response performance of a transistor are directly affected by the charge carrier
mobility because the carrier velocity, at a low electric field,
is directly proportional to the mobility. Therefore, a higher
mobility material leads to faster time response due to charge
carriers—in this case, taking less time to travel through the
device. In addition, capacitors are more rapidly charged with
higher mobility devices, resulting in a higher frequency
response. At low VDS values (100 mV in our case), the

FIG. 4. Normalized saturation (a) transfer and (b) output current–voltage
(I–V) characteristics of a representative MOSFET device and (c) transconductance variation in another representative MOSFET device as a result of
impulsive force loading.
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range of 345–724 MPa; and modulus of elasticity in tension
(YFe—C)  170 GPa)47,48 was repeatedly accelerated toward a
human hand, with an impact speed v1 of approximately
4.45 m/s and an impact distance Dy of about 2.25 mm, resulting in an impact time Dt of roughly 500 ms and an impulsive
force (RF)avg with a magnitude of almost 180 N during each
impact cycle. We observed the accumulative effect of applying such impulsive forces and reported the results in relation
to CIB. Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show the transfer and output characteristic curves, respectively, of a representative MOSFET
device, comparing its behavior before and after impulsive
force loading. We observed negligible variation in device
performance as the on-state current (ION) varied between
37.41 lA/lm and 42.70 lA/lm. gm measurements of another
representative MOSFET device before and after accumulating a CIB of 180 kN are depicted in Fig. 4(c). We observed
that the maximum gm value for this transistor drops from
8.92 lS/lm to 7.83 lS/lm after accumulating a CIB of
180 kN. Fig. 5(a) shows the average device performance,
comparing average maximum gm values (gm, avg) with average maximum leff values (leff, avg) after each impact cycle
while operating in the linear mode of operation. Fig. 5(b)
compares the average VTH magnitude values ðjVTH;avg jÞ with
average on-to-off current ratio values after each impact
cycle. The difference in maximum gm, avg and maximum
leff, avg values did not vary significantly, with an overall
drop of 6.08% and 5.40%, respectively. As can be seen in
Fig. 5(b), the fluctuation in jVTH;avg j value is within 10%.
Finally, Fig. 5(c) shows the variation in subthreshold
swing (SS) and drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) values as a result of applying impulsive forces. Increases in SS
values are attributed to increased defect densities at the interfaces between the oxide and channel layers after impulsive
force loading. This effect appears perceptibly in two devices
that have lower channel width-to-length ratios (0.83 and 0.75
compared to 1.25), resulting in lower n-channel conduction
parameter (Kn). Kn is directly proportional to COX, whereas
SS is directly proportional to CD/COX.49
In summary, we have introduced a host material for flexible electronics, a platform that is mechanically flexible and
reversibly bistable. We have also introduced a performance
metric, namely, the cumulative impact budget, which takes
into account the impact force imparting an impulse on the silicon fabric during the mechanical deformation of the substrate.
Moreover, we have shown that the MOSFET devices on the
25-lm-thick silicon fabric have generally maintained their
high performance level after accumulating impulsive force
budgets of 180 kN. The use of soft materials as adhesion
layers helped in mitigating the applied stress during each
impact cycle. Minimal variations in ION and average maximum gm values indicate that the devices have maintained their
operational stability. Most importantly, average maximum
leff values have not deteriorated significantly, suggesting that
the MOSFET channels have preserved their conductive properties after impulsive force loading. The only significant performance degradation is the increase in subthreshold swing
values. We conjecture that successive application of impulsive forces has caused more trapped charges at the oxide–
channel interfaces, resulting in reductions in COX values and

Appl. Phys. Lett. 107, 174101 (2015)

FIG. 5. (a) Average maximum transconductance and effective mobility values, (b) average threshold voltage and on-to-off current ratio values, and (c)
subthreshold swing and drain-induced barrier lowering values variation as a
result of impulsive force loading.

therefore decreasing Kn and increasing the ratio of the depletion capacitance to the oxide layer capacitance (CD/COX).
Research reported in this publication was supported by
the KAUST Office of Competitive Research Grant 1: CRG1-2012-HUS-008.
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